5--8 April 2020

**KNOW Identity**

Las Vegas, USA

This is a leading industry event focused on digital identity and trust in the data economy. The organisers are expecting over 2,000 attendees, 200-plus speakers and around 100 exhibitors. Key topics will include biometrics & multi-factor authentication; privileged access management; customer identity & access management (CIAM); identity resolution; data privacy & GDPR; and identity verification, KYC and customer on-boarding.

**More information:** <https://www.knowidentity.com/>

28--29 April 2020

**ID\@Borders**

Brussels, Belgium

The Biometrics Institute\'s 8th annual ID\@Borders Conference comes at a time when the European Union is preparing for the launch of its new Entry/Exit System (EES) and the as yet unknown implications of Brexit -- the UK\'s exit from the EU. Key themes for the event include data protection and sharing, digital travel credentials, ensuring interactions between governments support consistent and proportionate privacy handling, and trust in data -- examining issues around spoofing and morphing, and live/self-enrolment for travel and identity documents. **More information:** <https://www.biometricsinstitute.org/event/idborders-conference/>

19--21 May 2020

**Counter Terror Expo**

London ExCeL, UK

Now in its 12th year, the Counter Terror Expo (CTX) is a networking event for security professionals from industry, infrastructure, government and policing. It showcases technology to improve security and combat terrorism. CTX\'s key themes are protecting people, protecting infrastructure, and policing and specialist operations. Its conference topics include smart surveillance, human-led behavioural detection, and border and transport security.

**More information:** <https://www.ctexpo.co.uk/>

2--3 June 2020

**Authenticate 2020**

Seattle, Washington, USA

Hosted by the FIDO Alliance, Authenticate is billed as the first conference dedicated to the who, what, why and how of user authentication, with a focus on the FIDO standards-based approach. The event aims to inform security strategists, enterprise architects and product and business leaders about the tools and best practices needed to roll out modern authentication across web, enterprise and government applications. It will review passwords, OTPs and push-based authentication; FIDO and W3C standards; single sign-on solutions; decentralised authentication; biometrics and FIDO security keys; and risk-based authentication mechanisms.

**More information:** <https://authenticatecon.com>

•Please note, all these events were available at time of writing. Please confirm availability if you plan to attend, in case events are cancelled because of the Coronavirus outbreak.
